






































































































The answer is simple. The "economic incentive" to manage a life species like the alligator provide� the 
strongest a.rgument for maintaining the: natural wetlands it needs tb survive. That natural habitat will then 
provide wetlands to other animal species too. If a harvest is based on scientific facts and only a fraction of 
the renewable resource is taken, then the management of the resource becomes a powerful incentive to 
protect both the species and their habitats. 

Florida, Louisiana and Texas are three states where this management concept and harvest strategy is 
being used. About 35,000 alligators are harvested in these three states under managed-harvest programs a 
year. 

In addition, about fifty alligator farms in Florida and Louisiana have more than 75,000 alligators i·n 
captivity. Alligator farm,ers are learning to produce and rear alligators in captivity for the market. They can 
double the alligator's ,normal growth rates through diet and temperature control, producing market size 
alligators (5 to 6 feet) in less than three years. Extensive research is also being conducted on collecting 
alligator eggs from the wild, artificially incubating them and then capHvely r.earing the hatchlings-a 
ranching concept that utilizes a natural surplus normally lost to predators .or flooding. 

Since the alligator normally lays about 38 eggs in-early summer each year, tens of thousands of eggs ·can 
be safely collected without affecting the breeding population at all. This is another management concept 
that uses an otherwise under-utilized natural resource. 

\ 
All of these alligator harvesting, ranching and farming programs are strictly regulated by state, federal and 
international laws. All alligator farmers and trappers must be licensed and all skins tagged with serially 

I numbered tags. Foreign export requires approval and documentation through the CITES Treaty 
(Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) by which more than 
90 nations now abide. 

BeciH.lsepf all these controls and regulations, alligator poaGhing has been practically eliminated. The legal I 

trade now works cooperatively with government and other conservation organizations to insure that any 
suspected illeg�1 activity is investigated. 

The emphasis today'is on scientific management, legal harvest and an economi
'
c incentive that profits both 

'people and wildlife conservation. The American Alligator is a classic leather with an equall� c1assic 
conservation story. 
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